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1305  CABINETMAKER

Classification Summary

Constructs and installs cabinets, furniture, cork and chalk boards, bookcases, and related items for use by District
staff and students.

Supervisory Relationships

Reports to the Building Supervisor. May be assigned to provide assistance to the Cabinet Shop Specialist or
Carpenter.

Distinguishing Characteristics

1. Distinguished from the Carpenter by assignment to construct cabinets and related articles for indoor use, rather
than performing structural carpentry.

2. Distinguished from Cabinet Shop Specialist by lacking requirement to design working drawings for cabinet
installations, maintain supply inventory, or provide specialized technical specifications for work performed.

Examples of Duties

1. Build and remodel office and classroom fixtures such as cabinets, bookcases, desks, tables, chairs, cork and
chalkboards and signs. Measure, lay out, cut, assemble with draws, doors and countertop; frame and install
ready for finishing.

2. Design and build specialized furniture for handicapped students such as benches, chairs, eating trays, typing
desks, and toilet chairs.

3. Repair and/or prepare furniture for refinishing fabricate replacement parts, glue, strip finish, and sand.
4. Design and build jigs for special project needs.
5. Operate fork lift to move construction materials.
6. Maintain work area and equipment in good working order; sweep work areas; clean equipment and replace

blades as necessary.
7. Work with Carpenters on specific projects as assigned.
8. Perform related work as required.

Required Knowledge, Skills and Abilities

1. Comprehensive knowledge of the methods of cabinet and furniture construction and repair.
2. Ability to operate hand and power tools such as planer, jointer, miter box, disc sander, table saw, router, and

radial arm saw.
3. Ability to take accurate measurements, compute cabinet dimensions, and understand and convey design

specifications.
4. Ability to receive and independently complete an assignment.

Minimum Qualifications for Class Entry

Previous experience as a Cabinetmaker or a substantial length of apprenticeship to a Cabinetmaker.
Possession of a valid State of Oregon driver's license.

Work Environment

Incumbents in this class perform construction in a workshop setting and travel to schools for measurement or
installation of constructed items. Assignments may require lifting of heavy objects, exposure to fumes or sawdust,
and working in tiring or awkward positions.


